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Abstrat

We suggest a new perspetive of researh towards understanding the relations be-

tween struture and dynamis of a omplex network: Can we design a network, e.g.

by modifying the features of units or interations, suh that it exhibits a desired

dynamis? Here we present a ase study where we positively answer this question

analytially for networks of spiking neural osillators. First, we present a method

of �nding the set of all networks (de�ned by all mutual oupling strengths) that

exhibit an arbitrary given periodi pattern of spikes as an invariant solution. In suh

a pattern all spike times of all the neurons are exatly prede�ned. The method is

very general as it overs networks of di�erent types of neurons, exitatory and in-

hibitory ouplings, interation delays that may be heterogeneously distributed, and

arbitrary network onnetivities. Seond, we show how to design networks if further

restritions are imposed, for instane by prede�ning the detailed network onnetiv-

ity. We illustrate the appliability of the method by examples of Erdös-Rényi and

power-law random networks. Third, the method an be used to design networks that

optimize network properties. To illustrate the idea, we design networks that exhibit

a prede�ned pattern dynamis and at the same time minimize the networks' wiring

osts.
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1 How does network struture relate to dynamis?

Our understanding of omplex systems, in partiular biologial ones, ever more

relies on mathematial insights resulting from modeling. Modeling a omplex

system, however, is a highly non-trivial task, given that many fators suh as

strong heterogeneities, interation delays, or hierarhial struture often our

simultaneously and thus ompliate mathematial analysis.

Many suh systems onsist of a large number of units that are at least qual-

itatively similar. These units typially interat on a network of ompliated

onnetivity. Important example systems range from gene regulatory networks

in the ell and networks of neurons in the brain to food webs of speies being

predator or prey to ertain other speies [3,17,11℄.

A major question is how the onnetivity struture of a network relates to

its dynamis and its funtional properties. Researhers therefore are urrently

trying to understand whih kinds of dynamis result from spei� network

onnetivities suh as latties and random networks as well as networks with

small-world topology or power-law degree distribution. [31,26,30℄

Here we suggest a omplementary approah: network design. Can we modify

strutural features of a omplex network suh that it exhibits a desired dy-

namis? We positively answer this question analytially for a lass of spiking

neural network models and illustrate our �ndings by numerial examples.

In neurophysiologial experiments, reurring patterns of temporally preise

and spatially distributed spiking dynamis have been observed in di�erent neu-

ronal systems in vivo and in vitro [19,29,37,14℄. These spike patterns orrelate

with external stimuli (events) and are thus onsidered key features of neural

information proessing [2℄. Their dynamial origin, however, is unknown. One

possible explanation for their ourrene is the existene of exitatorily ou-

pled feed-forward strutures, syn�re hains [1,15,10,5℄, whih are embedded

in a network of otherwise random onnetivity and reeive a large number

of random external inputs. Suh stohasti models explain the reurrene of

oordinated spikes but do not aount for the spei� relative spike times of

individual neurons, although these are disussed to be essential for omputa-

tion, too. To reveal mehanisms underlying spei� spike patterns and their

omputational apabilities, our long term aim is to develop and analyze a

new, deterministi network model that explains the ourrene of spei� pre-

isely timed spike patterns exhibiting realisti features. The work presented

here onstitutes one of the �rst steps in this diretion (f. also [18,20,9℄) and

fouses on designing networks suh that they exhibit an arbitrary prede�ned

periodi spike pattern.

The artile is organized as follows. In setion 2 we introdue a lass of network
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models of spiking neurons and illustrate their relation to standard modeling

approahes using di�erential equations. In setion 3 we design networks by de-

riving systems of equations and inequalities that analytially restrit the set

of networks (in the spae of all oupling strengths) suh that they exhibit an

arbitrary prede�ned periodi spike pattern as an invariant dynamis. It turns

out that suh systems are often underdetermined suh that further require-

ments on the individual units, the interations and the network onnetivity

an be imposed. We illustrate this in setion 4 by speifying ompletely, for

eah neuron, the sets of other neurons it reeives spikes from, i.e. the entire

network onnetivity. We present examples of networks with spei�ed onne-

tivities of di�erent statistis and design their oupling strengths suh that they

exhibit the same spike pattern. In setion 5 we demonstrate the possibility of

designing networks that are optimal (with respet to some ost funtion). We

present illustrating examples of networks that exhibit a ertain pattern of pre-

isely timed spikes and at the same time minimize wiring osts. In setion 6

we provide a brief step-by-step instrution for applying the presented method.

Setion 7 provides the onlusions and highlights open questions regarding the

design of omplex networks.

The method of �nding the set of networks exhibiting a prede�ned pattern

(parts of setions 2 and 3 of this artile) was brie�y reported before in refer-

ene [23℄ and in abstrat form in [22℄, where only the ase of non-degenerate

patterns, idential delays and idential neurons was treated expliitely. Small

inhomogeneities have been disussed in [9℄. Here we inlude also degenerate

patterns, heterogeneously distributed delays and allow for di�erent neuron

types. Moreover, we present new appliations of network design, see in parti-

ular setions 4 and 5.

2 Model neural networks

2.1 Phase model

Consider a network of N osillatory neurons that interat by sending and

reeiving spikes via direted onnetions. The network onnetivity is arbitrary

and de�ned if we speify for eah neuron l ∈ {1, . . . , N} the sets Pre(l) from
whih it reeives input onnetions. One phase-like variable φl(t) spei�es the
state of eah neuron l at time t. A ontinuous stritly monotoni inreasing rise

funtion Ul, Ul(0) = 0, de�nes the membrane potential Ul(φl) of the neuron,

representing its subthreshold dynamis [25℄, see Fig. 1. The neurons interat

at disrete event times when they send or reeive spikes. We �rst introdue

the model for non-degenerate events, i.e. non-simultaneous event times, and

provide additional onventions for degenerate events in the next subsetion.
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Figure 1. Phase dynamis in response to inoming exitatory spike. The rise fun-

tion Um of neuron m is plotted as a funtion of its phase φm. In the absene of

interations, φm(t) inreases uniformly with time t aording to Eq. (1). If a spike

is sent by neuron l at time t, it is reeived by neuron m at time t+ τml and indues

a phase jump φm((t + τml)
−) → φm(t + τml) that is mediated by the rise funtion

Um and its inverse aording to (2) and (3). Here ΘU,m = Um(Θm) is the threshold
for the membrane potential, f. se. 2.3.

In the absene of interations, the phases inrease uniformly obeying

dφl/dt = 1. (1)

When φl reahes the (phase-)threshold of neuron l, φl(t
−) = Θl > 0, it is

reset, φl(t) = 0, and a spike is emitted. After a delay time τml this spike signal
reahes the post-synapti neuron m, induing an instantaneous phase jump

φm (t + τml) = H(m)
εml

(

φm
(

(t + τml)
−
))

, (2)

mediated by the ontinuous response funtion

H(m)
ε (φ) = U−1

m (Um(φ) + ε) (3)

that is stritly monotoni inreasing, both as a funtion of ε and of φ. Here,
εml denotes the strength of the oupling from neuron l to m. This oupling is

alled inhibitory if εml < 0 and exitatory if εml > 0. We note that sending and

reeiving of spikes are the only nonlinear events ourring in these systems.

Throughout the manusript, φl(t) is assumed to be pieewise linear for all l
suh that in any �nite time interval there are only a �nite number of spike

times.
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2.2 Degenerate event timing

These events of sending and reeiving spikes might sometimes our simulta-

neously suh that are has to be taken in the de�nition of the model dynamis.

Simultaneous events ourring at di�erent neurons do not ause any di�ulties

beause an arbitrary order of proessing does not a�et the olletive dynam-

is at any future time. However, if two or more events our simultaneously at

the same neuron, we need to speify a onvention for the order of proessing.

We will therefore go through the possible ombinations in the following:

(i) spike sending due to spike reeption: The ation of a reeived spike might

be strong enough suh that the exitation is supra-threshold,

Um
(

φm
(

(t + τml)
−
))

+ εml ≥ Um (Θm) . (4)

We use the onvention that neuron m sends a spike simultaneous to the re-

eption of another spike from neuron l at time t+ τml and is reset to

φm (t+ τml) = 0. (5)

(ii) spike reeived at sending time: If neuron m reeives a spike from neuron l
exatly at the same time when m was about to send a spike anyway,

φm
(

(t + τml)
−
)

= Θm, (6)

we take the following onvention for the order proessing: �rst the spike is sent

and the phase is reset to zero, then the spike is reeived suh that

φm (t + τml) = H(m)
εml

(0) . (7)

If the spike reeived auses again a supra-threshold exitation, we neglet a

seond spike potentially generated at time t + τml and just reset the neuron

m to zero as in (5).

(iii) simultaneous reeption of multiple spikes: If multiple spikes are reeived

simultaneously by the same neuron and eah subset of spikes does not ause a

supra-threshold exitation (as in (4)), a onvention about the order of treat-

ment is not neessary as an be seen from the following argument. If neuron

m at time θ simultaneously reeives h ∈ N spikes from neurons l1, ..., lh , and
σ : {1, ..., h} → {1, ..., h} is an arbitrary permutation of the �rst h integers,

we have
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H(m)
εmlσ(1)

(H(m)
εmlσ(2)

(...H(m)
εmlσ(h)

(φm(θ
−))...))

=U−1
m [Um(U

−1
m [Um(...U

−1
m [Um(φm(θ

−)) + εmlσ(h)
]...) + εmlσ(2)

]) + εmlσ(1)
]

=U−1
m [Um(φm(θ

−)) + εmlσ(h)
+ ... + εmlσ(2)

+ εmlσ(1)
]

=H
(m)
εml1

+εml2
+...+εmlh

(φm(θ
−)). (8)

Treating the inoming spikes separately in arbitrary order is therefore equiv-

alent to treating them as one spike from a hypotheti neuron with oupling

strength εml1 + εml2 + ...+ εmlh to neuron m. Moreover, upon su�iently small

hanges of the spike reeption times, the sub-threshold response of a neuron m
ontinuously hanges with these reeption times, even if their order hanges:

For every ordering of the reeption times, the total phase response onverges,

in the limit of idential times, to the phase response to simultaneously re-

eived spikes. This is beause the neuron's response funtion H(m)
is idential

for di�erent inoming spikes. We note that this might not be the ase in neu-

robiologially more realisti models if they take into aount that spikes from

di�erent neurons arrive at di�erently loated synapses. These spikes may have

a di�erent e�et on the postsynapti neuron even if they generate the same

amount of harge �owing into (or out of) the neuron.

We extend the de�nition

φm(θ) = H
(m)
εml1

+εml2
+...+εmlh

(φm(θ
−)) (9)

for the proessing of multiple spike reeptions to more involved ases, where

a subset of spikes generates a spike. Treating this subset �rst would result

in a di�erent dynamis than summing up all ouplings strength, e.g. if the

remaining ouplings balane the strong exitatory subset. In this ase the order

of treatment is not arbitrary and the phase as well as the spikes generated in

response to the reeptions do not ontinuously depend on the spike reeption

times; as a onvention, we sum the oupling strengths �rst, as in (9).

The generalization of (i) and (ii) to the ase of multiple spikes reeived simul-

taneously is straightforward. The dynamis however will in general also not

depend ontinuously on the reeption times.

(iv) simultaneous sending of multiple spikes: As we exlude the simultaneous

sending of multiple spikes by the same neuron, if several spikes are sent si-

multaneously, they are sent by di�erent neurons; therefore no di�ulties arise

and we need no extra onvention.
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2.3 Phases vs. neural membrane potentials

The above phase dynamis in partiular represent (f. also [25,12,32,35,36℄)

dynamis of neural membrane potentials de�ned by a hybrid dynamial sys-

tem [4℄ onsisting of maps that our at disrete event times and ordinary

di�erential equations, or, formally, of a di�erential equation of the form

dVm
dt

= fm(Vm) + Im(t). (10)

Here Im(t) =
∑

l,n εmlδ(t− tl,n−τml) is a sum of delayed δ-urrents indued by

the neurons l ∈ Pre(m) sending their nth spike at time tl,n. A solution Vm(t)
gives the membrane potential of neuron m at time t in response to the urrent

from the network Im(t). See Fig. 2 for an illustration. A spike is sent by neuron

m whenever a potential threshold is rossed (for supra-threshold input, e.g.,

Vm(t
−
m,n) + εml ≥ ΘU,m for some l; otherwise Vm(t

−
m,n) = ΘU,m), leading to

an instantaneous reset of that neuron, Vm(tm,n) = 0 (or to a nonzero value

equal to the oupling strength of the inoming pulse, if a subthreshold spike

reeption oinides with the potential satisfying Vm(t
−
m,n) = ΘU,m, aording to

(ii) in sub-setion 2.2). The positive funtion fm(V ) > 0 (for all admissible V )
yields a solution Ṽm(t) of the free (Im = 0) dynamis that satis�es the initial

ondition Ṽm(0) = 0. We ontinue this solution Ṽm on the real interval t ∈
(B,Θm], i.e. to negative real arguments t with in�mum B ∈ R

−∪{−∞} and to
positive real t until Θm ∈ R

+
where Ṽm(Θm) = ΘU,m . We note that a too large

inhibition an be inonsistent with a possible lower bound limφցB Ṽm(φ) >
−∞ of the membrane potential as present, e.g., for the leaky-integrate-and-

�re neuron with γ < 0 (f. Eq. (16)). However, it does not hange the methods

developed below using the phase representation and is therefore not onsidered

in the following. The above rise funtion Um is then de�ned via Ṽm as

Um(φ) := Ṽm(φ), (11)

where φ ∈ (B,Θm]. The potential dynamis an now be expressed in terms of

a natural phase φm(t) suh that

Vm(t) = Um(φm(t)) (12)

for all t. Sine Ṽm(t) is stritly monotonially inreasing in t, this also holds for
Um(φ) in φ, and the inverse U−1

m exists on the interval (limφցB Ṽm(φ),ΘU,m].
Therefore, the phase at the initial time, say t0, an be omputed from the

initial membrane potential via φm(t0) = U−1
m (Vm(t0)). If the dynamis evolves

freely, the phase satis�es dφm/dt = 1, and is reset to zero when its threshold

Θm is reahed, f. Fig. 2. Due to the invertibility of Um, there is a one-to-one

mapping
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Figure 2. Relation between phase and membrane potential dynamis. (a,b) Dynamis

of membrane potential Vm(t) of neuron m. (a) The free dynamis is periodi with

period T0,m; (b) dynamis in response to an inoming exitatory spike at time θ.
(,d) Dynamis of φm(t) representing a phase-like variable of the membrane potential

dynamis displayed in panels (a) and (b). () Periodi phase dynamis has the same

period T0,m; (d) dynamis in response to input implies phase jump given by Eq. (2).

Θm = U−1
m (ΘU,m) (13)

between the threshold ΘU,m in the membrane potential and the threshold Θm

in the phase. This phase threshold equals the free period of neuron m,

Θm = T0,m , (14)

due to the onstant unit veloity (1) of the phase in the absene of input:

starting from zero after reset, the phase φm needs a time Θm to reah the

threshold. Thus Θm is the intrinsi inter-spike-interval and 1/Θm is the intrin-

si frequeny of neuron m.

In the presene of interations, the size of the disontinuities in the phase

resulting from spike reeptions have to math the size of the orresponding

disontinuities in the membrane potential, f. Figs. 1 and 2. To ompute the

orret size, we �rst ompute the membrane potential Vm(θ
−) = Um(φm(θ

−))
of neuron m just before the reeption time θ of a spike from neuron l. The
membrane potential after the interation is given by Vm(θ) = Um(φm(θ

−)) +
εml due to (10). We return to the phase representation using the inverse rise

funtion and ompute the phase after the interation

φm(θ) = U−1
m (Vm(θ)) = U−1

m (Um(φm(θ
−)) + εml) = H(m)

εml
(φm(θ

−)), (15)
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and arrive at relation (2) between the phase before and after interation. To-

gether with the fat that the reset levels, the thresholds and the free dynamis

math due to U−1
m (0) = 0, Eqns. (13) and (11), this shows the equivalene of

the membrane potential dynamis given by the hybrid system (10) and the

phase dynamis de�ned in setion 2.1.

As an important example, the leaky integrate-and-�re neuron, de�ned by

fm(V ) = I − γV , results in the spei� form

U
IF

(φ) = (I/γ)(1− e−γφ). (16)

Here I > 0 is a onstant external input and γ ∈ R spei�es the dissipation

in the system. For normal dissipation, γ > 0, U
IF

(φ) is onave, U ′′
IF

(φ) < 0,
bounded above by I/γ and it approahes this value for φ → ∞. Assuming

I/γ > ΘU we obtain an intrinsially osillatory neuron. For γ < 0, U
IF

(φ) is
onvex, U ′′

IF

(φ) > 0 , and bounded below by I/γ < 0. It grows exponentially
with φ suh that, apart from ΘU > 0, no ondition is neessary to obtain

a self-osillatory neuron. For γ = 0, the dynamis of an isolated neuron is

trivial and spei�ed by U
IF

(φ) = Iφ. The phase-threshold (13) for a partiular

integrate-and-�re neuron m is given by

Θm = U−1
m (ΘU,m) = γ−1

m ln(Im/(Im − γmΘU,m)) (17)

if the parameters are Im and γm; for γm = 0 we have Θm = ΘU,m/Im, the limit

γm → 0 in (17).

Another interesting and analytially useful example is given by the biologial

osillator model �rst introdued by Mirollo and Strogatz [25℄,

U
MS

(φ) = b−1 ln(1 + a−1φ), (18)

ab > 0, whih result from a di�erential equation (10) with

fm(V ) = exp(−bV )/(ab). Here U
MS

(φ) is onave for a, b > 0 and onvex

for a, b < 0. In the former ase the domain of U
MS

is φ ∈ (−a,∞), with
U
MS

(φ) → ∞ as φ → ∞; in the latter ase the domain is φ ∈ (−∞, |a|), where
U
MS

(φ) → ∞ as φ ր |a|. Therefore, in both ases, there are no additional

onditions on ΘU . The threshold for the phase of a partiular neuron m is

given by

Θm = U−1
m (ΘU,m) = am(exp(bmΘU,m)− 1) (19)

for parameters am, bm.

We note a diret relation between neural osillators of leaky integrate-and-�re

and Mirollo-Strogatz type: the rise funtion of a Mirollo-Strogatz osillator is

the inverse of the rise funtion of a leaky integrate-and-�re neuron. For x in
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Figure 3. (olor) Spike pattern in a small network (N = 7). (a,b) Network of four

leaky integrate-and-�re (green) and three Mirollo-Strogatz (blue) neurons in graph

and matrix representation. The parameters of the leaky integrate-and-�re neurons

are randomly hosen within γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5), Im = (1.08, 2.08) and Θm ∈ (0.5, 1.5).
(If γm = 1 and Im = e/(e − 1) ≈ 1.58 as well as Θm = 1 then ΘU,m = 1.)
The parameters bm of the Mirollo-Strogatz neurons are randomly hosen within

bm ∈ (0.7, 1.5), then am is hosen within am ∈ (1/(ebm − 1)− 0.1, 1/(ebm − 1) + 0.1)
and Θm ∈ (0.5, 1.5). The delays are randomly distributed within τml ∈ (0.1, 0.9).
Connetions are either exitatory (blak) or inhibitory (red) . In (a) the line widths

of the links, in (b) the olor intensities are proportional to the oupling strengths.

The network is a realization randomly drawn from those networks with ouplings

in the range εlm ∈ (−1.5, 1.5) that exhibit the prede�ned pattern displayed in ()

(blak bars underlying the olored ones). () The spiking dynamis (green and blue

bars aording to neuron type) of the network shown in (a) and (b) perfetly agrees

with the prede�ned pattern of period T = 1.3 (blak bars). The pattern inludes

several simultaneous spikes. One neuron, l = 4, is silened (non-spiking).

the domain of U
MS

(or U−1
IF

) we have

U
MS

(x) =
1

b
ln(1 +

x

a
) = −

1

γ
ln(1−

γ

I
x) = U−1

IF

(x) (20)

when setting b = −γ, a = −I/γ. This an be diretly veri�ed by expliitely

inverting U
IF

. To our knowledge, this has not been notied before but might be

useful to establish equivalenes for dynamial properties of networks of suh

neurons beause the response funtion H ontains both, the rise funtion U
and its inverse U−1

, f. Eq. (3).

3 Network Design:

Analytially restriting the set of admissible networks

In this setion, we explain the underlying ideas of how to design a network.

For the lass of systems introdued above, we derive onditions on a network

under whih it exhibits an arbitrary prede�ned periodi spike pattern. To

avoid extensively many ase distintions, the following presentation requires

that between any two subsequent spike times t and t′ of a neuron l that neuron
reeives at least one spike in the interval (t, t′)∩(t, t+Θl). This simply ensures
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that all spike times in a pattern an be modi�ed by the oupling strengths.

De�nition 1 (Admissible Network) Given a prede�ned spike pattern, we

all a network that exhibits this pattern as an invariant dynamis an admissible

network.

We assume here that all neuron parameters (Um, Θm) and delay times τml
are given and �xed in a network; the task is to �nd networks with these

given features that exhibit a desired spike pattern as an invariant dynamis.

To design these networks, we hoose to vary the oupling strengths εml. It
turns out that there is often a family of solutions suh that networks with

very di�erent on�gurations of the oupling strengths are admissible; below

we derive analytial restritions that de�ne the set of all networks exhibiting

suh a pattern. Of ourse there might be situations, where other parameters,

suh as the delays [13℄ are desired to be variable as well (or only). The key

aspets of the approah presented below an be readily adapted to suh design

tasks.

The analysis presented here is very general. It overs arbitrarily large networks,

di�erent types of neurons, heterogeneously distributed delays and thresholds

(and thus intrinsi neuron frequenies), ombinations of inhibitory and sub-

and supra-threshold exitatory interations as well as ompliated pattern

dynamis that inlude degenerate event times, multiple spiking of the same

neuron within the pattern and silent neurons that never emit a spike. Figure

3 illustrates suh a general ase.

3.1 Pattern Periodiity imposes restritions

Here we provide an indexing method for any given periodi spike pattern. We

then explain the relations between the periodiity of a spike pattern and the

possible) periodiity of a trajetory in state spae along whih an appropriate

network dynamial system generates that pattern.

What haraterizes a periodi pattern of preisely timed spikes? Let ti′ , i
′ ∈ Z,

be an ordered list of times at whih a neuron emits the i′th spike ourring in

the network, suh that tj′ ≥ ti′ if j
′ > i′. Assume a periodi pattern onsists of

M spikes. Suh a pattern is then haraterized by its period T , by the times

ti ∈ [0, T ) of spikes i ∈ {1, ...,M} within the �rst period, and by the indies

si ∈ {1, . . . , N} identifying the neuron that sends spike i at ti . If two or more

neurons in the network simultaneously emit a spike, i.e. ti = tj with i 6= j,
the above order is not unique and we �x the orresponding indies si and sj
arbitrarily. The periodiity then entails

ti + nT = ti+nM and si = si+nM , (21)

11



where n ∈ Z and the de�nition of s was appropriately extended. This imposes

onditions on the time evolution of the neurons' phases. Suppose a spei�

neuron l �res at K(l) di�erent times tik ∈ [0, T ), k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)} within the

�rst period. For non-degenerate event times this implies

φl(t
−
ik
) = Θl, (22)

for the neuron's spike times, whereas at any other time t ∈ [0, T ), t 6= tik for

all k,
φl(t

−) < Θl, (23)

to prevent untimely �ring.

Due to the periodiity of the pattern, we an assume without loss of generality

that the delay times τml are smaller than the patterns period T ; otherwise,
we take them modulo T without hanging the invariant dynamis suh that

τml ∈ [0, T ).

Theorem 2 The periodiity of the phases of all neurons in the network is

su�ient for the periodiity of the spiking times of eah neuron. If there are

no supra-threshold exitations in the network, the spike pattern has the period

of the phase dynamis.

If the phase dynamis is periodi with period T and no supra-threshold exita-

tions our, it satis�es in partiular φl((tik+nT )
−) = Θl and φl((t+nT )

−) < Θl

for ti 6= tik ; tik ∈ [0, T ), k ∈ {1, . . . , K(l)}, are the �ring times of neuron l in
the �rst period. Therefore the sub-pattern of spikes generated by neuron l is
periodi with period T . Sine l is arbitrary, the entire pattern is periodi with

period T .

Interestingly, if there are supra-threshold exitations, the sub-pattern of a

neuron need not have the period T of the phases, as an be seen from a simple,

albeit onstruted example: Consider a neuron l, whih is oupled only to itself

and reeives input from itself as well as one per phase period T from only one

other neuron m. If neuron l reeives a supra-threshold input from neuron m at

time θ, we have φl(θ
−) < Θl and Ul(φl(θ

−))+εlm ≥ Ul(Θl). Suppose the delay
of the oupling from l to l is τll = T , i.e. equal to the period of the phases,

and the oupling strength εll is inhibitory and suh that H
(l)
εlm+εll(φl(θ

−)) = 0,
i.e. εll = −Ul(φl(θ

−))− εlm < 0. Then the phase of neuron l an be periodi,

whether or not it reeives a spike from itself beause φl(θ) = 0 in eah ase,

either due to the reset of neuron l or due to the inhibitory spike reeived from

itself. Now, if neuron l sent a spike at time θ, there will be no spike sending at
θ+T beause of the inhibition by its self-interation. Sine the self-interation

spike is then missing at time θ+2T , a spike will be emitted at that later time

and so on. So the spike sub-pattern of this neuron (onsisting of all those

spikes in the total pattern that are generated by neuron l) has period 2T , and
not T .

12



However the spike sub-pattern of any neuron l has to be periodi even if

it reeives supra-threshold input. This an be seen as follows: Due to the

onventions above, a spike an only be emitted when there is a disontinuity

in the phase φl (after a supra-threshold exitation, the phase is always zero,

after a simultaneous reeption and spiking it is always unequal to Θl) or if the

neuron reeives a supra-threshold input when its phase is φl(θ
−) = 0. Sine

φl(t) is pieewise ontinuous, in every (�nite) time interval [t, t+ T ) there are
only �nitely many disontinuities, as well as only �nitely many times with

φl(θ
−) = 0 beause the phase is monotonous otherwise. Therefore, given a

ertain phase dynamis, spikes an be emitted by the network only at �nitely

many times in any interval [t, t+ T ). This implies that there are only �nitely

many ombinations of spikes whih an be emitted by the network within a

period T of the phases. Thus, after a �nite integer multiple of T , the spike

patterns have to reur. After this has happened, not only the phases but

(beause here we an hoose T to be an arbitrary integer multiple of the

phase period suh that τlm < T without loss of generality) also all spikes in

transit are the same as at some time before. Sine at any time the state of the

network is �xed by the phases and the spikes in transit, the entire dynamis

must repeat. So, the pattern is periodi with some period nT , n ∈ N.

Theorem 3 Let S ⊂ {1, ..., N} be the set of neurons that (i) do not reeive

any supra-threshold exitations and (ii) are �ring at least one in the pattern.

Then, the periodiity T of the entire pattern is su�ient for the periodiity of

the phases

φl(t) = φl(t+ nT ), (24)

for all neurons l ∈ S, all n ∈ Z and all t ∈ [0, T ).

We disprove the opposite: Suppose, for some l ∈ S and some t, φl(t) >
φl(t + T ). Then this inequality remains true for all future times t. First, it
remains true during free time evolution. Beause the inputs are idential for

every period and beause the H(l)
ε (φ) are stritly monotonially inreasing as

funtion of φ, it remains true also after arbitrarily many interations. There-

fore, denoting the next �ring time of neuron l after time t by tj , we onlude
that 1 = φl(t

−
j ) > φl((tj + T )−), violating the pattern's periodiity. An analo-

gous argument shows that if φl(t) < φl(t+T ) for some t, the pattern would not

be periodi either. Therefore, if the pattern is periodi, the phases of neurons

l ∈ S are also periodi and the phases have the period of the pattern.

As diret onsequene from Theorems 2 and 3 we note the important speial

ase S = {1, ..., N}.

Corollary 4 If all neurons in the network reeive only subthreshold input

and are �ring at least one in a pattern, periodiity of the entire pattern is

equivalent to the periodiity of the phase dynamis and the periods are equal.

13



Remark 5 If a neuron that (i) reeives one or more supra-threshold inputs or

(ii) is silened (i.e. has no �ring time in the pattern) has non-periodi phase

dynamis, its spike sub-pattern an still be periodi.

(i) If a neuron l reeives a supra-threshold input, a small initial deviation from

the periodi phase dynamis that ours su�iently brie�y before the input,

will only hange the phase φl of that neuron but not its next spike time as long

as the input remains supra-threshold. Sine the dynamis ontinues without

deviations with respet to the periodi phase dynamis, all future events will

also take plae at the prede�ned times. Thus there are initial onditions suh

that the phase dynamis is not entirely periodi but the spike pattern is. (ii)

A su�iently small initial deviation from the periodi phase dynamis that

ours at a silened neuron an deay without making the neuron �re suh

that the spike pattern stays periodi as without the deviation, although the

phase of the silened neuron is not periodi.

For simpliity, we impose in the following that the phase dynamis of all

neurons, inluding those neurons that are silent (i.e. never send a spike) and

those that reeive supra-threshold inputs, are periodi with period T . We

onsider φl(t) for t ∈ [0, T ) with periodi boundary onditions. All times are

measured modulo T and spike time labels j are redued to {1, ...,M} by

subtrating a suitable integer multiple of M .

3.2 Parameterizing all admissible network designs

In this subsetion we are working towards an analytial restrition of the set

of all admissible networks for a given spike pattern. We provide a method of

indexing all spike reeption times, and of ordering them in time.The input

oupling strengths are indexed aordingly. Based on this sheme, we derive

onditions ensuring the sending of a spike at the pre-de�ned spike times, pe-

riodiity of the phase dynamis, and quiesene (non-spiking) of the neurons

between their desired spike times. A main result of the paper, Theorem 7,

provides a system of restritions on the oupling strengths, whih separate

into disjoint onstraints for the ouplings onto eah neuron, f. Remark 6.

Let θl,j := tj+ τlsj be the time when neuron l reeives the spike labeled j from
neuron sj. Then, for inhomogeneous delay distribution the θl,j might not be

ordered in j. Therefore, we de�ne a permutation σl : {1, ...,M} → {1, ...,M}
of the indies of spikes reeived by neuron l, suh that

θ̄l,j := θl,σl(j) (25)

is ordered, i.e. θ̄l,j ≥ θ̄l,i if j > i. If multiple spikes are reeived at one time, σl
is not unique. This, however, has no onsequene for the olletive dynamis

14



beause all the assoiated spike reeptions are treated as one aording to (9).

If neuron l reeives multiple, say p(l, j) spikes at time θ̄l,j , we only onsider

the lowest of all indies j′ with reeption time θ̄l,j′ = θ̄l,j. If neuron l reeives
spikes at Ml di�erent times, we denote the smallest index of eah reeption

time by j1(l), ..., jMl
(l) suh that

jn(l) := jn−1(l) + p(l, jn−1(l)). (26)

for n ∈ {2, . . . ,Ml}. Here j1(l) = 1. The �rst set of equal reeption times starts

with index j1(l) = 1 and ontains p(l, 1) spikes. Therefore, the seond set of

equal reeption times has �rst index j2(l) = p(l, 1)+1 = p(l, j1(l))+ j1(l) and
ontains p(l, j2(l)) spikes. This way all indies are de�ned reursively.

To keep the notation onise, we skip the argument l in the following (where

it is lear) as the argument or index of some quantity whih is itself a further

index or a subindex, e.g., of θ̄l or εl. For instane, we abbreviate θ̄l,ji(l) by

θ̄l,ji and p(l, jk(l)) by p(jk) where appropriate. Furthermore, indies denoting

di�erent spike reeptions of neuron l are redued to {1, ...,Ml} by subtrating

a suitable multiple of Ml. We de�ne Pl(i) ∈ {1, ...,Ml} (f. also Fig. 4) as the

index of the last reeption time for neuron l before its �ring time ti,

Pl(i) := argmin{ti − θ̄l,jk | k ∈ {1, ...,Ml}, ti − θ̄l,jk > 0}. (27)

If there are no simultaneous spikes reeived by neuron l and if there is no spike

reeived at the �ring time ti itself, Pl(i) is given by

Pl(i) = argmin{ti − θ̄l,j | j ∈ {1, ...,M}}. (28)

In the following, if two or more reeption times are equal, we will selet the

smallest index and restrit the dynamis only one, using Eqns. (8),(9) and

the de�nition of ji(l) above. Only the total ation of all spikes reeived by

a neuron l at a partiular θ̄l,ji will be restrited, by a single ondition. We

therefore de�ne the sum of the oupling strengths of all spikes reeived by

neuron l at time θ̄l,ji as

ε̄l,i = εlsσ(ji)
+ ...+ εlsσ(ji+p(ji)−1)

. (29)

Indeed, σl(ji(l) + k), k ∈ {0, ..., p(l, ji(l))− 1}, are the indies of the p(l, ji(l))
di�erent spikes reeived by neuron l at the ith reeption time θ̄l,ji, i ∈ {1, ...,Ml}.
If neuron l reeives all spikes at di�erent times, we have ε̄l,i = εlsσ(i)

. Let

∆l,i = θ̄l,ji+1
− θ̄l,ji (30)

be the time di�erenes between two suessive di�erent reeption times, where

i+1 has to be redued to {1, ...,Ml} by subtrating a suitable integer multiple

of Ml. We now rewrite Eqns. (22) and (23) for neuron l as a set of onditions
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Figure 4. (olor) Restrition of a neuron's dynamis between its �ring events, f.

(31) and (32). In this example, two spikes arrive between the �ring times ti and tk
of neuron l. The solid line indiates one possible time evolution of the phase φl(t).
Between the �ring times, φl(t) may follow any path within the possibly semi-in�nite

polygon (gray shaded; green dashed lines show other possible trajetories). A too

large phase at θ̄l,jP (i)+1
ontradits (32) and will lead to early �ring (dark red dashed

line). The phase at θ̄l,jP (k)
is �xed (red dot). Any other phase inonsistent with the

equality in (31) would lead to a �ring time earlier or later than prede�ned (light red

dashed lines).

on the phases φl(θ̄l,ji) at the di�erent spike reeption times θ̄l,ji in terms of

the �ring times tik of that neuron and the spike reeption times θ̄l,ji′ , i
′ ∈

{1, ...,Ml}.

If the given pattern does not imply the reeption of a spike preisely at the

�ring time tik (together with the �ring times and the delays also the reeption

times are �xed), this results in

φl(θ̄l,jP (ik)
) =Θl − (tik − θ̄l,jP (ik)

), (31)

φl(θ̄l,ji) <Θl −∆l,i, (32)

where k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)} and i ∈ {1, ...,Ml}\{P (ik)|k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)}}. We note

that, by de�nition (27), there is no input to neuron l between the spike(s)

reeived at θ̄l,jP (ik)
and the neuron's next �ring time tik .

The �ring time ondition (31) states that the neuron at time θ̄l,jP (ik)
is as far

away from its threshold Θl as it needs to be in order to exatly evolve there

freely in the remaining time tik − θ̄l,jP (ik)
. The inequalities (32) guarantee

that the neuron does not spike between the �ring times determined by the

prede�ned pattern: They ensure that neuron l is far enough from its threshold

at all other spike reeption times and is not �ring at any time that is not in

the desired pattern, t 6= tik .

Above, we had �xed the onvention, that if a spike is reeived by a neuron

when it is just about to �re, the spike reeived is proessed after the sending

of the new spike. If we had used the onvention that �rst the reeived spike is
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onsidered, the �<� in inequality (32) would have been replaed by a �≤�. Here
equality, φl(θ̄l,ji) = Θl−∆l,i, means that the neuron approahes the threshold

at θ̄−l,ji+1
, i.e. φl(θ̄

−
l,ji+1

) = Θl, but sine the reeived spike is proessed �rst, an

untimely spike an be prevented by an inhibitory input.

If there is one or several spikes reeived preisely at a prede�ned �ring time

tik , supra-threshold exitation an be used to realize the pattern. To aount

for this, the �ring time ondition (31) and the silene ondition (32) with

i = Pl(ik) + 1 have to be replaed by the onditions

φl(θ̄l,jP (ik)
) < Θl − (tik − θ̄l,jP (ik)

), (33)

Ul(φl(t
−
ik
)) + ε̄l,P (ik)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl). (34)

Here, the strit inequality (33) prevents untimely spiking (f. the dark red

dashed line in Fig. 4) and guarantees that the neuron does not reah the

threshold by its intrinsi dynamis. The seond, inequality (34), ensures the

spiking at tik . However, (34) is not an inequality on the phases depending

at the reeption times only, but involves the total oupling of the inoming

spikes. We note that expression (33) with an equal sign, �=�, desribes the

ase that the neuron spikes without supra-threshold exitation, beause due

to our above onvention, the �ring is treated before the spike reeption. Then,

inequality (34) is obsolete. So Eq. (31) is the appropriate spike time ondition

also if spikes are reeived by neuron l when it just reahes threshold. Now, there
are two ases possible (i) the spikes do not ause a supra-threshold exitation

Ul(0) + ε̄l,P (ik)+1 < Ul(Θl) from the reset phase of the neuron or (ii) they

ause a supra-threshold exitation, Ul(0)+ ε̄l,P (ik)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl). In the �rst ase,

φl(tik) = φl(θ̄l,jP (ik)+1
) = H

(l)
ε̄l,P (ik)+1

(0), in the seond φl(tik) = φl(θ̄l,jP (ik)+1
) = 0.

In the �rst ase, the silene ondition (32) with i = P (ik) + 1 applies suh

that this ase does not need a speial treatment, in the seond, we have the

inequality ε̄l,P (ik)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl) instead.

Speifying onditions on the phases at these ordered and lustered (simul-

taneous) spike reeption times is equivalent to speifying the phases at the

unordered and unlustered times beause φl(θl,i) = φl(θl,j) if θl,i = θl,j.

If there are no simultaneous events, the strengths of oupling onto a partiu-

lar neuron l, εll′, l
′ ∈ {1, . . . , N}, are restrited by K(l) nonlinear equations

and M − K(l) inequalities originating from (31) and (32). All the oupling

strengths in the network realizing a given pattern are thus restrited by a sys-

tem of

∑N
l=1K(l) =M nonlinear equations and

∑N
l=1(M −K(l)) = (N − 1)M

inequalities.

Remark 6 The onstraints (equations and inequalities) restriting the ou-

pling strengths of the network (to be onsistent with a prede�ned pattern) sep-

arate into disjoint onstraints for the ouplings onto eah individual neuron.
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In the presene of simultaneous events, for eah neuron there are Ml−K(l)+
S(l) inequalities originating from (33), (34) and (32), (where S(l) is the num-

ber of supra-threshold exitations, not ounting the ones where the spike is

omitted) and K(l)−S(l) equations originating from the spikings desribed by

(31). We see that simultaneous reeptions derease the number of onstraints.

Again, these onstraints separate (remark 6). This property is due to the fat

that the pattern is �xed; it turns out (see below) that beause of this separa-

tion, it is easier to �nd a solution for the oupling strengths that satisfy these

onstraints.

Fig. 4 illustrates the onstraints. After a �ring of neuron l at time ti where
its phase is zero, onditions (31) and (32) impose restritions on the phases

at the spike reeption times while the time evolution proeeds towards the

subsequent �ring time tk of neuron l.

If we now ompute expliitely the dynamis of neuron l between two suessive

�ring times ti and tk and evaluate the dynamis at the times ourring in (31)

and (32), we obtain

H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+1

(θ̄l,jP (i)+1
− ti) < Θl −∆l,P (i)+1 ,

H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+1

(θ̄l,jP (i)+1
− ti) + ∆l,P (i)+1) < Θl −∆l,P (i)+2 ,

.

.

.

H
(l)
ε̄l,P (k)

(...H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+1

(θ̄l,jP (i)+1
− ti) + ∆l,P (i)+1)

. . .+∆l,P (k)−1) = Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k)
)

(35)

in the ase of no spike reeption at time ti and no supra-threshold exitation

that generates the spike at tk.

Now we onsider the ase that there was a spike reeption at time ti. If a
supra-threshold spike generated the spike time ti from a phase φl(t

−
i ) < Θl

and the intrinsi dynamis generates the spike at tk, the set of equations and
inequalities reads

H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(∆l,P (i)+1) < Θl −∆l,P (i)+2 ,
.

.

.

H
(l)
ε̄l,P (k)

(...H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(∆l,P (i)+1) . . .+∆l,P (k)−1) = Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k)
).

(36)
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Alternatively, at ti, the threshold an be reahed by the intrinsi dynamis

φl(t
−
i ) = Θl although a spike is arriving. Here we have to onsider two di�erent

ases: (i) Ul(0) + ε̄l,P (i)+1 < Ul(Θl), i.e. the spike is subthreshold. This is just
a speial ase of (35) with θ̄l,jP (i)+1

− ti = 0. (ii) Ul(0) + ε̄l,P (i)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl),
i.e. the spike is supra-threshold. In this ase, we �xed the onvention that the

seond spike is omitted and the neuron is reset to zero; therefore system (36)

is supplemented with the ondition

ε̄l,P (i)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl) (37)

on ε̄l,P (i)+1.

The above equations also over the ase that a spike is reeived by neuron

l at the spike time tk when neuron l already reahed Θl, i.e. θ̄l,jP (k)+1
= tk.

However, also supra-threshold exitation an then also be used to generate the

spike tk. Then, if no spike is reeived at ti, or if a spike is reeived when the

threshold is already reahed and no supra-threshold exitation takes plae, the

ouplings are restrited by (35) where the last equation has to be replaed by

the inequalities

H
(l)
ε̄l,P (k)

(...H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+1

(θ̄l,jP (i)+1
− ti)

+∆l,P (i)+1) . . .+∆l,P (k)−1) < Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k)
),

Ul(H
(l)
ε̄l,P (k)

(...H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+1

(θ̄l,jP (i)+1
− ti)

+∆l,P (i)+1) . . .+∆l,P (k)−1) + ∆l,P (k)) + ε̄l,P (k)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl). (38)

If supra-threshold exitation ourred at time ti and supra-threshold input

generated the spike at tk, the ouplings are restrited by (36) (possibly om-

pleted by (37)), where the last equation has to be replaed by the inequalities

H
(l)
ε̄l,P (k)

(...H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(∆l,P (i)+1)

. . .+∆l,P (k)−1) < Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k)
),

Ul(H
(l)
ε̄l,P (k)

(...H
(l)
ε̄l,P (i)+2

(∆l,P (i)+1)

. . .+∆l,P (k)−1) + ∆l,P (k)) + ε̄l,P (k)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl). (39)

We have thus shown:

Theorem 7 The set of solutions to the systems (35)�(39) for all K(l) pairs
of subsequent �ring times (ti, tk), where i = in, k = in+1, n ∈ {1, . . . , K(l)},
provides the set of all admissible oupling strengths εll′, l

′ ∈ {1, . . . , N}, of
inoming onnetions to neuron l.
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Figure 5. (olor online) Two di�erent networks (a), () realize the same prede-

�ned pattern ((b), (d) grey lines). The networks onsist of six idential leaky in-

tegrate-and-�re neurons with Im = 1.2, γm = 1, Θm = 1. The networks are realiza-
tions of random graphs where eah oupling is present with probability p = 0.8; the
oupling delay is τml = 0.125. A small random perturbation is applied at the begin-

ning of the seond period. The network dynamis (spike times relative to the spikes

of neuron l = 1, olor oded for eah neuron), found by exat numerial integration

[35℄ shows that in network (a) the pattern is stable and thus regained after a few

periods (b); in network () the pattern is unstable and eventually another pattern

is assumed (d). Reprodued from Ref. [23℄.

Corollary 8 Solutions to systems analogous to (35)�(39) for all neurons l ∈
{1, . . . , N} de�ne all oupling strengths of an admissible network.

Often (35)�(39) are under-determined systems suh that many solutions exist,

implying that many di�erent networks realize the same prede�ned pattern, f.

Fig. 5. This is illustrated in more detail in the next setion. Roughly speaking,

in the absene of supra-threshold exitation, the time of eah spike of eah neu-

ron provides one �hard� (equality) onstraint on the in general N-dimensional

set of input oupling strengths of that neuron. The silene onditions pro-

vide �soft� (inequality) onstraints, often not lowering the dimensionality of

the solution spae of oupling strengths. Intuitively a hard restrition an be

understood by onsidering a simple example: Consider a network of N = 3
neurons. If one neuron m reeives two spikes in a �xed time interval in whih

it does not send a spike itself, the oupling strengths of these spikes are ar-

bitrary as long as their total impat on the neuron's phase φm (advaning or

retarding) is the same, f. also Fig. 4. This provides one, and not two, hard

restritions to the set of input oupling strengths to neuron m.

In the ase of leaky integrate-and-�re or Mirollo-Strogatz neurons, a solution
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of (35)�(39), if one exists, an be found in a simple way, beause the system

is then reduible to be linear in the oupling strengths or polynomial in its

exponentials, respetively.

Remark 9 There are patterns for whih the systems (35)�(39), with prede-

�ned neuron properties and prede�ned delay distribution, do not have a solu-

tion.

This means that if the delays and neural parameters are spei�ed, no network,

independent of how the oupling strengths are hosen, exhibits that prede�ned

pattern. This an already be observed from a simple example: onsider a non-

degenerate pattern where neuron l sends three suessive spikes and between

eah two suessive of these spike times there is preisely one spike reeived,

eah sent by the same neuron m. Then, the oupling strength εlm is �xed (by

the �ring time ondition to whih (35) redues) to ensure the orret time of

the seond spike of neuron l and annot be modi�ed to ensure the third one. So,

if the interval between the seond and third spike time does not by oinidene

math the one determined by the input, the pattern will not be realizable by

any network. Other, more ompliated examples follow immediately.

This implies that ertain prede�ned patterns may not be realizable in any

network, no matter how its neurons are interonneted. We note that if we

allow the neural parameters and delay times to vary as well, the system again

might have a solution.

3.3 Expliit analytial parameterization

In this sub-setion, we will show that an entire lass of patterns an, under few

weak requirements always be realized by a (typially multi-dimensional) family

of networks. This lass onsists of simple periodi patterns, in whih every

neuron �res exatly one before the pattern repeats. For a simple periodi

pattern, we label, without loss of generality, the neuron �ring at time tl by l,
i.e. sl = l for l ∈ {1, ...,M = N}. Aordingly we have θl,m = tm + τlm. The
time di�erenes between two suessive spike times of the same neuron equal

the period of the simple periodi pattern. Thus, for eah neuron l the reeption
times of spikes from all neurons of the network are guaranteed to lie between

two suessive �rings of neuron l. We note again, that due to the periodiity of

the pattern, we an assume without loss of generality that the delay times are

smaller than the patterns period; otherwise, we take them modulo T without

hanging the invariant dynamis. In the following, we require that two simple

riteria are met.

Criterion 10 For eah neuron its self-interation delay is smaller than its

free period, i.e. τll < T0,l for l ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
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This riterion ensures that the spike time of eah neuron an be modi�ed, at

least by the self-oupling. If, as we assume throughout the manusript (see

setion 3), a neuron l �ring only one in the period (here at tl) reeives at

least one spike in the interval (tl, tl + Θl) (or, if Θl ≥ T in (tl, tl + T )), this
riterion is not neessary to hold for Theorem 12 below; Theorem 12 holds for

any presynapti neuron sending the spike modifying the spike time (Criterion

11 appropriately modi�ed).

Criterion 11 The threshold minus a possible lower bound of the phase plus

the self-interation delay for eah neuron l is larger than the pattern's period,

Θl − Bl + τll > T .

This seond ondition is obsolete if there is no lower bound of the phase, as

e.g. for leaky integrate-and-�re neurons.

Given these weak onstraints, the following statement holds.

Theorem 12 For simple periodi patterns, if onditions (10) and (11) are

satis�ed, solutions to (35) exist and the set of admissible networks ontains

an N(N − 1) dimensional submanifold in the spae of oupling strengths.

This means that all simple periodi patterns are typially realizable by a high-

dimensional family of networks.

We �rst show that one solution exists, then state another Theorem, whih

expliitly shows that the solution spae ontains an N(N − 1)-dimensional

submanifold.

We expliitly onstrut a trivial solution, where only self-interation is present,

while all the other oupling strengths are zero. We onsider the one neuron

system onsisting of neuron l. Beause of φl(tl) = 0 and ondition (10) at the

reeption time of the spike from neuron l to itself, φl((tl + τll)
−) = τll holds.

At time tl + τll the neuron's phase is set to φl(tl + τll) = Θl − (T − τll) <

Θl by hoosing the oupling strength εll = H
(l)−1
φl(tl+τll)

(φl((tl + τll)
−)). Here,

H
(l)−1
ψ (φ) = Ul(ψ) − Ul(φ) is the inverse of H(l)

ε (φ) with respet to ε, whih
exists for any ψ and φ in the domain of Ul. Indeed, 0 ≤ φl((tl + τll)

−) < Θl

is in the domain of Ul as well as φl(tl + τll). The latter is true, even if a lower

bound is present, beause φl(tl + τll) = Θl − (T − τll) > Bl due to ondition

11. Now, sine no further spike is reeived, the ondition Eq. (31) for the spike

sending time is satis�ed and the next spiking will take plae at tl + T . Sine
there are no further spike reeptions there are no silene onditions (32) to be

satis�ed. All neurons taken together as a network without ouplings between

di�erent neurons the pattern is invariant. We now set out to parameterize

the entire nonempty lass of solutions realizing the given pattern. Indeed, for

simple periodi patterns this an be done analytially:
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Theorem 13 For any simple periodi pattern, the set of all networks satisfy-

ing the systems (35-39) an be expliitly parameterized.

The parameterization for eah neuron l ∈ {1, . . . , N} is given as follows

(i) in the ase θl,j 6= tl for all j ∈ {1, ..., N},

ε̄l,P (l)+1 =H
(l)−1

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+1
)
(θ̄l,jP (l)+1

− tl),

ε̄l,P (l)+k =H
(l)−1

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+k
)
(φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+k−1

) + ∆l,P (l)+k−1),

ε̄l,P (l) =H
(l)−1

Θl−(tl−θ̄l,jP (l)
)
(φl(θ̄l,jP (l)−1

) + ∆l,P (l)−1), (40)

where k ∈ {2, ...,Ml−1} and the neurons' phases φl(θ̄l,ji), i ∈ {1, ...,Ml}\{Pl(l)}
at the spike reeption times are the parameters that are subjet to the restri-

tions (32). These equations also hold with θ̄l,jP (l)+1
− tl = 0 if there is a spike

reeption at tl but no supra-threshold exitation.

(ii) If there is a spike reeption at tl, neuron l already reahes threshold due

to its intrinsi dynamis φl(t
−
l ) = Θl, and there is supra-threshold exitation

immediately after the reset, we have

ε̄l,P (l)+1 ≥Ul(Θl)− Ul(0),

ε̄l,P (l)+2 =H
(l)−1

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+2
)
(θ̄l,jP (l)+2

− tl),

ε̄l,P (l)+k =H
(l)−1

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+k
)
(φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+k−1

) + ∆l,P (l)+k−1),

ε̄l,P (l) =H
(l)−1

Θl−(tl−θ̄l,jP (l)
)
(φl(θ̄l,jP (l)−1

) + ∆l,P (l)−1), (41)

where k ∈ {3, ...,Ml − 1}. The parameters are the neurons' phases φl(θ̄l,ji),
i ∈ {1, ...,Ml}\{Pl(l), Pl(l)+1} at the spike reeption times that are subjet to

the restritions (32) and ε̄l,P (l)+1 whih is bounded below by ε̄l,P (l)+1 ≥ Ul(Θl).

(iii) If there is a spike reeption at θl,j = tl, and the spike at tl is generated by

supra-threshold exitation:
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ε̄l,P (l)+2 =H
(l)−1

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+2
)
(θ̄l,jP (l)+2

− tl),

ε̄l,P (l)+k =H
(l)−1

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+k
)
(φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+k−1

) + ∆l,P (l)+k−1),

ε̄l,P (l)+1 ≥Ul(Θl)− Ul(φl(θ̄l,jP (l)
) + ∆l,P (l)), (42)

where k ∈ {3, ...,Ml}. Here the parameters are the neurons' phases φl(θ̄l,ji),
i ∈ {1, ...,Ml}\{Pl(l) + 1} at the spike reeption times that are subjet to

the restritions (32), (33) and ε̄l,P (l)+1, whih is not parameterized but only

bounded below by a funtion of φl(θ̄l,jP (l)
) unless we require that the spike

preisely exites the neuron to the threshold, i.e. the �=� in the last equation

is valid.

These relations follow diretly from (35-39) by inversion and (31-33).

Sine the ε̄l,i are disjoint sums of ouplings εlj , the ouplings towards neuron l
an be parameterized using the parameters for ε̄l,i and p(l, ji)−1 independent

ouplings per reeption time θ̄l,ji.

We now demonstrate the seond statement of Theorem 12.

In ase (i) above, the Jaobian of the ouplings with respet to the phases an

be diretly seen to have full rankMl−1. Therefore, parameterization (40) gives

an Ml − 1-dimensional submanifold of the Ml-dimensional spae of ε̄l,i. Sine
the ε̄l,i are just disjoint sums of ouplings εlj, an (N − 1)-dimensional sub-

manifold of networks realizing the pattern exists in N-dimensional εlj-spae,
j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, l �xed. We further know that the trivial solution of unou-

pled neurons with self-interation onstruted above is ontained in ase (i).

Therefore, the set of parameters subjet to the restritions (32) is nonempty.

Sine it is open, there is an (N − 1)-dimensional open set parameterizing

the submanifold. The produt of these submanifolds of all ouplings is an

N(N − 1)-dimensional submanifold whih is ontained in the set of solutions.

3.4 A note on stability

Is a pattern emerging in a heterogeneous network stable or unstable? We nu-

merially investigated patterns in a variety of networks and found that in

general the stability properties of a pattern depend on the details of the net-

work it is realized in, see Fig. 5 for an illustration. Depending on the network

arhiteture, the same pattern an be exponentially stable or unstable, or

exhibit osillatory stable or unstable dynamis.
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For any spei� pattern in any spei� network, the linear stability properties

an also be determined analytially, similar to the exat perturbation analyses

for muh simpler dynamis in more homogeneous networks [33,34℄. More gen-

erally, in every network of neurons with ongenerially urved rise funtions

and with purely inhibitory (or purely exitatory) oupling, a nonlinear stabil-

ity analysis [21℄ shows that the possible non-degenerate patterns are either all

stable or all unstable. For instane, in purely inhibitory networks of neurons

with rise funtions of negative urvature, suh as standard leaky integrate-

and-�re neurons, Eq. (16) with γ > 0, every periodi non-degenerate spike

pattern, no matter how ompliated, is stable.

If in the pattern, a neuron reeives a spike when it was just about to spike and

the orresponding input oupling strength is not zero, the pattern is super-

unstable: an arbitrarily small perturbation in the reeption time an lead to

a large hange in the dynamis. These ases, however, are very atypially in

the sense that when randomly drawing the delay times and the spike times

in a pattern from a smooth distribution the probability of ourrene of any

simultaneous events, in partiular those leading to this super-instability, is

zero. Simultaneous spikes sent and simultaneous spike reeived by di�erent

neurons do not lead to a super-unstable pattern, beause the phase dynamis

depends ontinuously on perturbations.

4 Implementing additional requirements:

Network Design on Prede�ned Connetivities

4.1 Can we require further system properties?

As we have seen above, the systems of equations and inequalities (35)�(39)

de�ning the set of admissible networks is often underdetermined. We an then

require additional properties from the neurons and their interations. So far

we assumed that neurons and delays were given but arbitrary, but network

oupling strengths, and therefore the onnetivity, were not restrited.

Here we provide examples of how to require in advane additional features

that are ontrolled by the oupling strengths. A onnetion from a neuron l
to m an be absent (requiring the oupling strength εml = 0), taken to be

inhibitory (εml < 0) or exitatory (εml > 0) or to lie within an interval; in

partiular, we an speify inhibitory and exitatory subpopulations.

Additional features entail additional onditions on the phases at the spike

reeption times whih an be exploited for network parameterization, as we

here demonstrate for simple periodi patterns, where we employ the same
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onventions as in sub-setion 3.3.

(i) If the pattern is non-degenerate, exlusion of self-interation is guaranteed

by the onditions

φl(θl,l) = τll (43)

if there is no spike-reeption in (tl, θl), and

φl(θl,l)− φl(θl,σ(σ−1(l)−1)) = ∆l,σ−1(l)−1 (44)

otherwise, typially reduing the dimension of the submanifold of possible

networks by N .

(ii) Requiring purely inhibitory networks leads to the aessibility onditions

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+1
) ≤θ̄l,jP (l)+1

− tl, (45)

φl(θ̄l,ji+1
)− φl(θ̄l,ji) ≤∆l,i, (46)

where i ∈ {1, ...,Ml}\{Pl(l)}. Sine φl(θ̄
−
l,jP (l)+1

) = θ̄l,jP (l)+1
− tl, the �rst in-

equality is equivalent to φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+1
) ≤ φl(θ̄

−
l,jP (l)+1

). This guarantees ε̄l,P (l)+1 =

H
(l)−1

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+1
)

(

φl(θ̄
−
l,jP (l)+1

)
)

= Ul(φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+1
))−Ul(φl(θ̄

−
l,jP (l)+1

)) ≤ 0, due to the

monotoniity of Ul, suh that the ouplings summing up to ε̄l,P (l)+1 an be

hosen to be inhibitory or zero. Analogously, the seond inequality ensures

φl(θ̄l,ji) ≤ φl(θ̄
−
l,ji

). We note that (45) also overs the ase of spikes reeived

at time tl. Sine their ation is inhibitory, no supra-threshold exitation an

our and (45) yields φl(tl) = φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+1
) ≤ θ̄l,jP (l)+1

− tl = 0.

To parameterize all networks we an therefore suessively hoose φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+m
),

m ∈ {1, ...,Ml − 1}, starting with m = 1. Inequalities (45) and (46) hold

with reversed relations for purely exitatory oupling if no supra-threshold

exitation ours. Otherwise, they have to be replaed by

φl(θ̄l,jP (l)+2
) ≥θ̄l,jP (l)+2

− tl, (47)

φl(θ̄l,ji+1
)− φl(θ̄l,ji) ≥∆l,i, (48)

where i ∈ {1, ...,Ml}\{Pl(l), Pl(l) + 1}. An additional ondition at time tl =
θ̄l,jP (l)+1

is not neessary, sine the ondition that the spike has a supra-

threshold ation already ensures the exitatory oupling. In general, purely

inhibitory realizations an exist if the minimal inter-spike-interval of eah sin-

gle neuron l is larger than the neuron's free period, i.e.

min
{

tik+1
− tik |k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)}

}

≥ Θl, (49)
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for all l ∈ {1, ..., N}, where the index k + 1 has to be redued to {1, ..., K(l)}
subtrating a suitable multiple of K(l). If (49) is not satis�ed, for some k,
φl(t

−
ik+1

) = Θl is not reahable from φl(tik) = 0. For the same reason, purely

exitatory realizations an exist if

max
{

tik+1
− tik |k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)}

}

≤ Θl. (50)

In the ase of simple periodi patterns, for purely inhibitory oupling the

inequalities (49) redue to T ≥ maxmΘm. If even

T > max
m

Θm (51)

holds, the trivial solution is purely inhibitory with ouplings εll < 0. Therefore,
from Theorems 12, 13 and the orresponding proof, we onlude that there is a

submanifold of purely inhibitory networks in the set of solutions. Analogously,

if

T < min
m

Θm, (52)

there is a submanifold of purely exitatory networks in the set of solutions.

4.2 Very di�erent onnetivities, yet the same pattern

Requiring ertain onnetions to be absent is partiularly interesting. This

just enters the restriting onditions (35-39) as simple additional equalities

εml = 0 speifying that there is no onnetion from l to m.

By speifying absent onnetions we generally also speify whih onnetions

are present (exept in ases where εml = 0 by oinidene), i.e. the onnetivity
of the network. Though very simple to implement, speifying the absene of

onnetions is thus a very powerful tool.

Remark 14 Absene of eah of the N2
onnetions εml, m, l ∈ {1, . . . , N},

an be pre-spei�ed independently.

This means that we an typially speify in advane any arbitrary onnetiv-

ity of the network. A partiular prede�ned pattern is of ourse not always

realizable in suh a network.

We illustrate this network design with prede�ned onnetivities by a few exam-

ples. The two small networks of Figure 5 are both networks with pre-spei�ed

absent links. Here we hose random networks of N = 6 neurons where eah

onnetion is present with probability p = 0.8. The �gure displays two dif-

ferent networks that exhibit the same pattern. One network has been hosen
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suh that the pattern is stable the other suh that it is unstable. Interestingly,

on the one hand the same pattern an be invariant in two di�erent networks

with similar statistis, on the other hand their stability properties depend on

the details of the oupling on�gurations.

We also onsidered large networks by prede�ning exatly the presene or ab-

sene of eah link aording to very di�erent degree distributions. We designed

them, by varying the remaining (non-zero) oupling strengths, suh that all

network examples exhibit the same prede�ned simple-periodi pattern. Net-

work design on spei� onnetivities is of ourse not restrited to the example

ases presented here, beause the sets of input oupling strengths an be spe-

i�ed independently from eah other.

For illustration, we present four large networks of N = 1000 neurons realizing

the same prede�ned periodi pattern of spikes. For simpliity, we took for all

networks the in-degree equal to the out-degree for eah neuron. A random

degree sequene was drawn from the given degree distribution (see below) and

the degrees assigned to the neurons. The networks were then generated using

a Monte-Carlo method similar to those disussed in Ref. [24℄.

Approximately 50% of the neurons are of integrate-and-�re type, the remain-

ing are of Mirollo-Strogatz-type. The parameters of the leaky integrate-and-

�re neurons are randomly hosen within Im ∈ (1.08, 2.08), γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5),
the parameters bm of the Mirollo-Strogatz neurons are randomly hosen in

bm ∈ (0.9, 1.2), then am ∈ (1/(ebm−1)−0.1, 1/(ebm−1)+0.1). The thresholds of
both neuron types are uniformly distributed within the interval Θl ∈ (0.8, 1.2).
The delay distribution is heterogeneous, delays are uniformly distributed in

the interval τlm ∈ (0.1, 0.3), l, m ∈ {1, ..., N}.

Two network examples (Figs. 6,7) have random onnetivity with di�erent

exponential degree distributions

p(k) ∝ e−αk (53)

where k is the neuron degree. The other two networks (Figs. 8,9) have power-

law degree distribution, aording to

p(k) ∝ k−γ (54)

For both distributions, we �xed a lower bound on the degree kc = 6 suh that

eah neuron has k ≥ kc input and output onnetions. For networks of both

distributions, we realized one with purely inhibitory oupling strengths (Figs.

6,8) and one with mixed inhibitory and exitatory oupling strengths (Figs.

7,9).

All network examples are onstruted to realize the same prede�ned spike

pattern with period T = 1.5. The numerial simulations (Figs. 6-9, green
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or blue bars for spiking integrate-and-�re or Mirollo-Strogatz-type neurons)

agree perfetly with the prede�ned pattern (Figs. 6-9, underlying blak bars).

Remark 15 Due to the simpliity of imposing absene of links, the same

method an be applied to a wide variety of network onnetivities. In partiular,

a onnetivity an be randomly drawn from any kind of degree distribution; a

onnetivity an also be strutured (e.g. orrelated degrees) and one may want

to implement a very detailed spei� form of it, e.g., as given by real data.

As noted above, however, not all networks an be designed for any pattern; in

partiular it is in general neessary to have su�iently many inoming links

to eah neuron suh that the interation delay times and the input oupling

strengths an aount for the desired phase dynamis onsistent with the

prede�ned spike pattern.
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Figure 6. (olor) Network design with given onnetivity. Prede�ned pattern in a

network (N = 1000) with exponential degree distribution (panel (a), α = 0.03) and
purely inhibitory oupling. Panel (b) displays the sub-matrix of oupling strengths

between the �rst 50 neurons. Inhibitory ouplings are red, exitatory ouplings are

gray. The intensity of the olor is proportional to the oupling strength. Due to

too faint olor, some very weak ouplings are invisible in the plot. The frame shows

integrate-and-�re neurons in green and Mirollo-Strogatz neurons in blue. () The nu-

merial simulations of the designed networks (green and blue bars for integrate-and�

�re and Mirollo-Strogatz type neurons) show perfet agreement with the prede�ned

pattern (blak bars).
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Figure 7. (olor) Network design with given onnetivity. Prede�ned pattern in a

network (N = 1000) with exponential degree distribution (panel (a), α = 0.1) and
mixed inhibitory and exitatory oupling. Other panels as in Figure 6.
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Figure 8. (olor) Network design with given onnetivity. Prede�ned pattern in a

network (N = 1000) with power-law degree distribution (panel (a), γ = 3.0) and

purely inhibitory oupling. Other panels as in Figure 6.
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Figure 9. (olor) Network design with given onnetivity. Prede�ned pattern in a

network (N = 1000) with power-law degree distribution (panel (a), γ = 2.5) and

mixed inhibitory and exitatory oupling. Other panels as in Figure 6.

5 Designing optimal networks

In setion 3 we derived analytial onstraints speifying the set of all net-

works that exhibit a prede�ned pattern and found that often there is a multi-

dimensional family of solutions in the spae of networks (as de�ned by all

oupling strengths). In the previous setion we exploited this freedom to de-

sign networks the onnetivity of whih is spei�ed in detail. We may also

exploit the freedom of hoosing a solution among many possibilities by opti-

mizing ertain network properties.

Can we design networks that optimize ertain strutural features and at the

same time exhibit a prede�ned pattern dynamis? This question is a very

general one and it an be addressed by onsidering a variety of features of

neurosienti� or mathematial interest. To brie�y illustrate the idea, we here

fous on optimizing onvex 'ost' funtions of the oupling strengths εlm and

look for those networks among the admissible ones that minimize wiring osts.

Even for this very spei� problem there are a number of di�erent approahes

we an take. For instane, we an onsider networks with the same type of in-

terations, inhibitory or exitatory, or allow for a mixture of both, or optimize

for di�erent features of the onnetivity. For simpliity, we here onsider small
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Figure 10. (olor) Network of leaky integrate-and-�re neurons that minimizes the

wiring ost in Eulidean norm by minimizing (55). The parameters are randomly

hosen within Im ∈ (1.0, 2.0), γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5) and Θm ∈ (0.8, 1.2). The delays are

uniformly distributed in τlm ∈ (0.1, 0.9), l,m ∈ {1, ..., N = 16}. Panels (a) and

() show the network and the oupling matrix εlm. Panel (b) shows the histogram

of the strengths of existing onnetions in the network. The bin size is 0.05. Panel

(d) displays the prede�ned spike pattern (blak bars) that is aurately reprodued

(green bars). In the optimal network every neuron is onneted to every other ex-

ept the silened neuron l = 4. This neuron has no outgoing onnetions: Sine it

generates no spikes, outgoing onnetions would be super�uous and do not appear

in the optimal network.

networks whose neurons are exlusively of integrate-and-�re type and allow

for a mixture of inhibitory and exitatory oupling. Integrate-and-�re neurons

have the advantage (for both analysis and optimization) that the onstraints

(35)�(39) are linear.

The most straightforward goal for optimizing wiring osts is to minimize the

quadrati ost funtion

G(ε) :=
N
∑

l=1

N
∑

m=1

ε2lm , (55)

A similar approah has already been suessfully used when minimizing wiring

osts of biologial neural networks based on anatomial and physial on-

straints but negleting dynamis issues, see, e.g. [8℄. When minimizing the Eu-

lidian (L2) norm

√

G(ε) by minimizing (55) for eah row vetor (εl,m)m∈{1,...,N}

of the oupling matrix, a solution is searhed among the admissible ones that
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Figure 11. (olor) Network that minimizes the wiring ost in L1-norm (56).

The parameters are randomly hosen within Im ∈ (1.0, 2.0), γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5)
and Θm ∈ (0.8, 1.2). The delays are uniformly distributed in τlm ∈ (0.1, 0.9),
l,m ∈ {1, ..., N = 16}. Panels (a) and () show the network and the oupling

matrix εlm. Panel (b) shows the histogram of the strengths of existing onnetions

in the network. The bin size is 0.05. Panel (d) displays the prede�ned spike patterns

(blak bars) that is aurately reprodued (green bars). The optimal network is very

sparsely onneted. In fat the network has one large strongly onneted ompo-

nent, ontaining the neurons {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14}, while the remaining neurons

reeive onnetions exlusively from this omponent and do not have any outgoing

onnetions.

is losest to the origin in the spae of networks (de�ned by the oupling

strengths).

Figure 10 shows an example of suh an optimization. The network is almost

globally onneted and shows moderate variation among the individual ou-

pling strengths. The prede�ned pattern dynamis is exatly reprodued. Suh

a network, while optimizing the wiring ost aording to (55) does not appear

to have any speial features apart from apparently homogeneous and relatively

small oupling strengths.

It seems that nature often designs networks in a di�erent way, possibly suh

that they serve a dynamial purpose espeially well. In partiular evolution

has not optimized most biologial neural networks in the above manner: they

are not lose to globally oupled.
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An alternative goal for optimizing wiring osts is to minimize the ost funtion

G(ε) :=
N
∑

l=1

N
∑

m=1

|εlm| , (56)

that is, the L1-norm of eah row vetor of the oupling matrix. When minimiz-

ing the L1-norm (56), as before, a solution is searhed among the admissible

ones that is losest to the origin in the spae of networks, but this time 'lose'

is de�ned by the L1 distane measure. Interestingly, under weak onditions

on the linear equality onstraints, an optimal solution (56), searhed under

these onstraints only, has many entries εlm equal to zero, f. [7℄. Beause we

typially also have many inequalities whih depend on details of the pattern

dynamis and are therefore unontrolled, we annot guarantee the zero entries

for the full optimization problem (de�ned by equalities and inequalities) here.

However, our numeris suggests that the solution in fat gives a network with

many links absent and the number of links present being typially of the order

of number of equality onstraints.

Thus a network optimized by minimizing the L1-norm is sparse, see, e.g., Fig.

11. Moreover, ompared to the optimal L2-norm solution above, this network

has more heterogeneous onnetion strengths. Given some type of dynamis,

a sparse network possibly is what biologial systems would optimize for. In

biologial neural networks for instane, reating an additional synapse would

probably use more resoures (energy, biologial matter, spae, time, et.) than

making an existing synapse stronger.

Sparseness might possibly also be optimized in biologial neural networks

where requirements are met enabling other spei�, funtionally relevant dy-

namis. In general, of ourse, this dynamis may or may not onsist of spike

patterns.

Remark 16 The optimization problem, (55) and (56) with onstraints (35)�

(39), does typially not have a true optimum.

If a pattern is prede�ned that has more than one reeption times between two

suessive sending events of some neuron, there usually are strit inequalities

among the onstraints (35)�(39). Beause the funtions H(l)
ε in (35)�(39) are

loal homeomorphisms (i.e. are ontinuous with loal inverses that are on-

tinuous) the set of admissible oupling strengths is then not losed and thus

does not ontain its boundary.

During optimization, typially a solution is searhed that is as lose to suh

a boundary as possible. For instane, suppose one onnetion from m to l is
inhibitory and its strength εlm is desired as small as possible. Then a solution

is searhed where the phase φl of the neuron l that reeives a spike from m
is suh that the phase jump that spike indues is maximal (in absolute value)
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when εlm is held onstant. This way a given desired phase jump would be

ahieved by a minimal oupling strength. Typially, the phase φl sought-after
orresponds to a boundary of the set of admissible phases. For instane, if Ul is
onave, an inhibitory spike has the largest possible e�et on φl (largest phase
jump) at φl = Θl. The orresponding phase onstraint, however, may read

φl < Θl. Thus the boundary phase and therefore also the boundary oupling

strength annot be assumed. As a onsequene, the optimization problem has

no true solution.

We �x this problem by imposing, instead of (35)�(39) and possible additional

onstraints with inequalities of the type φl > x or φl < y, onstraint sets that
are losed, i.e. φl ≥ x+ κ or φl ≤ y − κ, where κ > 0, κ≪ 1 is a small uto�.

We �xed κ = 0.001 in the optimal design problems onsidered here.

6 Brief Network Design Manual

In this setion we brie�y summarize the presented method (of designing the

oupling strengths of a network suh that it realizes a pre-de�ned pattern)

by providing step-by-step instrutions. For simpliity, as above, we assume

that all other parameters, suh as neuron rise funtions and interation delay

times are given or �xed a priori. We refer to the relevant setions and formulas

derived above where appropriate. A simple example of a small network of N =
3 neurons (Fig. 12) illustrates the indexing used in the general instrutions.

Suppose a periodi pattern of M spikes is given in a network of N neurons.

1) Label the neurons arbitrarily by m ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

2) Fix the origin of time, t = 0, arbitrarily and pik an interval of length T ,
the period of the given pattern.

3) Order the spike times. Some neurons may send one spike per period, others

multiple spikes, and again others no spike at all (silent neuron). Label the times

of all spike sending events aording to their temporal order of ourrene in

the network. In the example of Fig. 12, we have one spike time t1 of neuron

m = 3, two spike times t2 and t4 of neuron m = 2 and one spike time t3 of

neuron m = 1.

4) Compute the spike reeption times at eah neuron l using the interation

delay times τlm suh that θl,j = tj + τlm. Here m is that neuron that sent the

spike at time tj. We identify this neuron by sj := m in the formulas above. For

those neurons l for whih the spike reeption times are not ordered, reorder

them by permuting indies aording to (25) to obtain ordered reeption times
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Figure 12. Pattern of M = 4 spikes in a network of N = 3 neurons illustrating the

indexing of spike sending and reeption times. The spike (sending) times ti, marked

by blak bars, are indexed with inreasing i aording to their temporal order of

ourrene in the network (the neuron identities play no role for this index). The

ordered spike reeption times θ̄l,i are displayed for neuron l = 2. They are generally

di�erent for other reeiving neurons (l 6= 2, not shown) and obtained by adding

the delay times τlm (dashed lines) to the spike sending times tj and then ordering

the resulting set for eah neuron. Here there is one degenerate event: neuron l = 2
reeives a spike from m = 1 exatly at its seond spike sending time t4 (light gray

vertial bar).

θ̄l,j. In the example, the delay time τ23 from neuron m = 3 to neuron l = 2,
is longer than τ22, whih, for the given pattern, results in reeption times θ2,j
that are not in the same order as the spike sending times tj. Partiularly we

have θ̄2,1 = θ2,2, θ̄2,2 = θ2,1, θ̄2,3 = θ2,3 and θ̄2,4 = θ2,4. The ordered reeption

times θ̄2,j are as indiated in Figure 12.

5) Are there degenerate times at whih a reeption time at one neuron equals

that neuron's spike sending time? If so, deide whether to use, for eah suh re-

eption, supra-threshold or sub-threshold input signals; for eah non-degenerate

spike reeption, use sub-threshold inputs. In the example, the time at whih

neuron 2 reeives a spike from neuron 1 oinides with the seond spike send-

ing time t4 = θ̄2,3 of neuron 2. So for this reeption time θ̄2,3 of neuron l = 2,
deide whether to use sub- or supra-threshold input. For all other reeptions

at neuron l = 2, use sub-threshold input.

6) For eah neuron l and eah spike time tk of that neuron, look for the

previous spike time of neuron l and name it �ti�. Compute and look up the

partiular response funtions H(l)
ε , the thresholds Θl and the di�erenes in

spike reeption times ∆l,j. Now, if there is

(a) no spike reeption at time ti and no supra-threshold input generating tk
write down system (35).

(b) a spike reeption at ti induing the spike at ti by a supra-threshold input

and no supra-threshold input generating tk, write down system (36).

() a spike reeption at time ti but the threshold is nevertheless reahed by
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the neuron from its intrinsi dynamis (as desired by the designer) and no

supra-threshold input generating tk : if the oupling, e�etive after reset at
ti, is (i) subthreshold, this is a speial ase of (35); (ii) if it is supra-threshold,
supplement (36) with (37).

(d) ase (a) with supra-threshold input generating tk write down (35) with the

equation replaed by (38).

(e) ase (b) with supra-threshold input generating tk write down (36) and re-

plae the equation by (39).

(f) (i) for the ase (,i) with supra-threshold input generating tk, write down

(35) and replae the equation by (38) (ii) for the ase (,ii) write down (36)

ompleted by (37) and replae the equation by (39).

Repeat this step 6) for all neurons l and all pairs (ti, tk) of their suessive

spike times.

At this point, a omplete list of restriting equations and inequalities has been

reated. One partiular solution to these restritions provides all oupling

strengths of a network that exhibits the prede�ned pattern as an invariant

dynamis. The set of all solutions thus provides the set of all networks that

exhibit this spike pattern.

One an now either

7) solve for one partiular solution; or

8) further restrit the onstraint system, e.g. by requiring additional properties

of the onnetivity, f. setion 4, and solve that for a partiular solution; or

9) use the entire onstraint system and try to �nd a solution that is optimal in

a desired sense, as done in setion 5 for the example of minimal wiring osts;

or

10) ombine additional restritions, point 8), and optimization, point 9).

Point 10) has not been presented in this manusript but is an interesting

starting point for future researh.

We found it useful to start trying these network design methods on small

network examples of simple units, for instane integrate-and-�re neurons, and

investigate very simple patterns with few (or no) degeneraies �rst. Moreover,

given that there is no general reipe about how to apply additonal restritions

and how to solve general optimization problems, it might also be useful to start

with few restritions and simple optimization tasks in very small networks

the dynamis of whih (and possibly their desired �optimal� features) an be

understood intuitively.
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7 Conlusions

7.1 Summary

In this artile, we have shown how to design model networks of spiking neurons

suh that they exhibit a prede�ned dynamis. We foused on the question of

how to adapt the oupling strengths in the network to �x the dynamis. We

derived analytial onstraints on the oupling strengths (whih de�ne the set

of all networks) given an arbitrarily hosen prede�ned periodi spike pattern.

The analysis presented here is very general. It overs networks of arbitrary

size and of di�erent types of neurons, heterogeneously distributed delays and

thresholds (and thus intrinsi neuron frequenies), ombinations of inhibitory

and sub- and supra-threshold exitatory interations as well as ompliated

stored patterns that inlude degenerate event times, multiple spiking of the

same neuron within the pattern and silent neurons that never �re. These

onstraints do not admit a solution for ertain patterns. One the features

of individual neurons and the delay-distribution are �xed, this implies that

these patterns annot exist in any network, no matter how the neurons are

interonneted.

A prede�ned simple periodi pattern is partiularly interesting beause under

weak assumptions, the onstraint system has a solution for any suh pattern.

Thus, a network realizing any simple periodi pattern is typially guaranteed

to exist; we analytially parameterized all suh networks. The family of solu-

tions is typially high-dimensional, f. also [38℄, and we showed how to design

networks that are further onstraint. We highlighted the possibility to design

networks of ompletely predetermined onnetivity (�xing the absene or pres-

ene of links between eah pair of neurons). To illustrate the idea, we have

expliitely designed networks with di�erent exponential and power-law degree

distributions suh that they exhibit the same spike pattern.

The design perspetive an furthermore be used to �nd networks that exhibit

a prede�ned dynamis and are at the same time optimized in some way. As

a �rst example, we onsidered networks minimizing wiring ost. The onne-

tivity of biologial neural networks that exhibit preise spatio-temporal spik-

ing dynamis is typially sparse. The work presented here suggests that this

sparseness may result from an optimization proess that takes into aount

dynamial aspets. If biologial neural networks indeed optimize onnetivity

for dynamial purposes, our results suggest that these networks may minimize

the total number of onnetions (rather than, e.g., their total strengths) and

at the same time still realize spei� spiking dynamis.
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7.2 Perspetives for future researh

The dynamis of arti�ally grown biologial neural networks may provide an

immediate appliation ground for the theory presented here. For instane,

to unover the origin of reurring, spei� spike patterns, one ould imagine

using a design approah to preisely ontrol the growth of biologial neural

networks on arti�ial substrates and reveal under whih onditions and how

a desired pattern arises in a biologial environment. For pratiability of suh

an approah, of ourse, pattern stability, only brie�y disussed here, needs a

more detailed analysis. Moreover, the size of the basin of attration of a spike

pattern will probably also play an important role in suh studies. Perhaps it

may even beome possible to develop design tehniques to optimize pattern

stability and basin size, thus gaining robust pattern dynamis.

Network design might be a valuable new perspetive of researh, as shown here

by example for spiking neural networks. Using the design idea might not only

aid a better understanding of the relations between struture and funtion

of omplex networks in general; network design might also be exploited for

systems that we would like to ful�ll a ertain task, for example omputational

systems suh as arti�ial neural networks.

The idea of designing a system of oupled units is not new. For instane an

arti�ial Hop�eld neural network [16℄ an be trained by gradually adapting

the oupling strengths, suh that it beomes an assoiative memory, ful�lling

a ertain pattern reognition task. Suh networks typially onsist of binary

units that are all-to-all oupled. However, already in the late 1980's [6℄ mean

�eld theory has been suessfully extended to study the properties of sparse,

randomly diluted Hop�eld networks. In that work, Derrida, Gardner and Zip-

pelius showed that the storage apaity of suh diluted systems is redued

ompared to the all-to-all oupled one, but still signi�ant.

Here we transferred the idea of system design to omplex networks that may

have a ompliated, irregular onnetivity and thus annot in general be de-

sribed by mean �eld theory. In related study [39℄, a method has been pre-

sented to onstrut neural network models that exhibit spike trains with high

statistial orrelation to given extraellular reordings. The spei� results

presented our this study might be valuable to obtain further insights into bio-

logial neural systems and the preisely timed, still unexplained, spike patterns

they exhibit. This study, however, also raises a number of questions both for

the theory of spiking neural network as well as, more generally, for studies of

other omplex networks and their dynamis. We list a few questions we believe

are among the most interesting, and promising in the near future:

Can network design studies help to develop funtionally relevant dynamis?
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Design of partiular model networks ould on the one hand identify possible

funtional (as well as irrelevant) subgroups of real-world networks, inluding

neural, gene and soial interation networks; on the other hand network design

ould also guide the development of new useful paradigms and devies, for

instane for information proessing or ommuniation networks.

What is an optimal network design that ensures synhronization [28℄, a promi-

nent kind of olletive dynamis? The approah ould of ourse also be useful

to avoid ertain behavior. For instane, may network design even give hints

about how to suppress synhronization and hinder epilepti seizures in the

brain (see e.g. [27℄ and referenes therein)? What are potential ways to de-

sign your favorite network? What kind of dynamis would be desirable (or

undesirable

∗
) for it.

Let's use network design � and make spei� network dynamis (not

∗
) happen.
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